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UNIT 1 : EARTH MEASURES AND MODELS
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FIGURE 3-3.

general, the sun rises in the east and sets in the west. For a person in
New York State, the midday sun is always in the southern part of the
sky and shadows generally point north. If you want to travd to a
cooler climate, head north. To avoid cold winters, travel south. In
addition to the four principal directions shown on Figure 3-3, there
are intermediate directions such as northeast and southwest. Com
pass direction can also be specified as an angle known as azimuth.
Azimuth starts at 0°, which is directly north, and proceeds to east
(90°), south (180°), west, (270°), and back to north at 360°.
Most maps are printed with north toward the top of the map.
This convention helps align the map with the area it represents.
However, there may be reasons to align the map in a different way.
Therefore, this rule is not always followed.

Earth as a

net
You may have used a magnet to pick up metallic objects, such as
paper clips. In ancient times, people noticed that a large piece of
the iron ore magnetite, sometimes called lodestone, attracts other
iron objects. They called this attractive force magnetism. Further
more, they noticed that a piece of lodestone floating on water
tends to align itself in a consistent geographic direction. (Because
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3:

-CHARACTERISTICS.OF ISOLrNES

ased on Figure 3-5, or a similar national isoline map, answer the
following questions about isolines:
1. Do isolines ever touch or cross each other?

2. Do isolines usually have sharp angles or gentle curves? (Pick one.)
3. What does each point on an isoline have in common with all
other points on the same line?
4. Do isolines ever end, except at the edge of the data area? (Note
that the isolines in Figure 3-5 end at the edge of the continent.)
5. On a single map, is the change in value from one isoline to the
next always the same?
6. Do isolines tend to run parallel as they extend around the map?
7. Does every isoline have one side where the values are higher and
another side where the values are lower?
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MODELS AND MAPS .

This isoline map shows that parts of Florida and the Gulf
Coast have the largest number of thunderstorms.

